
Teach Essential Writing Skills

Walking down the street, I noticed a new bookstore in my neighborhood. The 
front of the store looks like an old English shop with a large wooden door that 
is surprisingly heavy. Just inside the front door, there is a small box with used 
books. Oddly, they are on sale for $1 per kilogram. Near the back of the store, a 
very wide bookshelf holds classics like Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. Beside 
the cash register opposite the front window, there is a magazine rack with The 
Economist and Time. In short, I’ll be spending a lot of time here, which is right 
around the corner from my house.

Micro Lesson 3: Find Elements of Cohesion
Worksheet 14-7

Instructions
Read the paragraph below. Find and describe words and phrases that help create 
cohesion.

Pointers (repeated words and ideas)

VariationsPronounsSynonyms

Transitions (show change or links)

ExamplesPlaceSummary
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Instructions
Read the paragraph below. Find and describe words and phrases that help create 
cohesion.

Walking down the street, I noticed a new bookstore in my neighborhood. The 
front of the store looks like an old English shop with a large wooden door that 
is surprisingly heavy. Just inside the front door, there is a small box with used 
books. Oddly, they are on sale for $1 per kilogram. Near the back of the store, a 
very wide bookshelf holds classics like Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. Beside 
the cash register opposite the front window, there is a magazine rack with The 
Economist and Time. In short, I’ll be spending a lot of time here, which is right 
around the corner from my house.

Micro Lesson 2: Find Elements of Cohesion - Possible Answers
Worksheet 14-8

Pointers (repeated words and ideas)

VariationsPronounsSynonyms

• large wooden door - front 
door

• bookstore - store 

• used books - they
• bookstore - here

• neighborhood - right around 
the corner from my house

• books - classics

Transitions (show change or links)

ExamplesPlaceSummary

• like
• such as

• in my neighborhood 
• inside the front door 
• near the back of the store 
• front of the store
• beside the cash register

• In short
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